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This session will explore the evolution of digital evidence from the nineties to present. Participants will
see the development of digital evidence and its importance from small capacity devices to current
technologies to implications for laboratories in the future. This presentation begins with an overview of
types of digital evidence and moves to a timeline starting in the early nineties when computer forensics
emerged from police departments responding to crime scenes. Participant will get a sense of the first
inklings of computer forensics in crime laboratories and how this began to shape the field. Next the
timeline moves to modern day devices, capacities, methods and hot topics in the area while exploring
the present day impact of digital forensics in crime laboratories and the challenges faced by laboratories
supporting a digital forensic and digital evidence. This portion of also looks at the model of regional
forensic laboratories that have a digital forensic unit and their challenges in volume of work and
maintaining autonomy in a regional laboratory. Finally this presentation visits implications of digital
forensics and digital evidence laboratories in the future. With so many new technologies being
developed and implemented every few years combined with the capacities of devices overwhelming
digital storage, how does maintaining a digital evidence unit within a laboratory sustain itself? How does
the laboratory keep up with the demands in training to keep staff current and preferable ahead of the
digital curve? How does a growing virtual world impact more traditional forensic science laboratories
while maintaining accreditation under an ISO 17025 umbrella? Participants will explore questions of this
nature and have answers provided along with a cost analysis of growth for technology and digital
storage supporting a digital forensics unit. Finally, a projection of future growth based on past digital
forensics trends and sampling of computer related crimes will be presented to participants for factors in
laboratory growth.
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